Imagine a welcoming room, full of children and their adult companions, experiencing a multisensory theatrical performance. Two dancers and a storyteller lead them on a beautiful journey full of music and props like giant, clear plastic-bag balloons. At the back of the space, two walls are covered in projected images of the natural world-such as clouds, fl ames, and grass-off ering a concrete expression of some of the performance's anchoring ideas: fi re and rhythm, water and fl ow, earth and gravity, air and breath. Th e foundational movement vocabulary of the piece-hands, gently touching-highlights the idea of sharing; at the end of the play, the gesture is extended to the spectators, with an invitation for the children in the audience to explore the space with the performers.
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Flying Hearts is, above all, about sharing joy. But Flying Hearts is more than a welcoming, abstract movement piece: it is notable because it was created to be inclusive for children with multiple exceptionalities but was not intended to be art therapy. Commissioned by Toronto's Th eatre Direct, Michelle Silagy conceived Flying Hearts as "an artistic endeavour." It joins a range of performance work being created for previously neglected audiences, such as the very young or adults with dementia (Fletcher-Watson 62). As in Oily Cart's 1 productions for audience members with "complex disabilities" (Fletcher-Watson 77), safety, comfort, and engagement were central to Flying Hearts 's development process and aesthetic, but, also like Oily Cart's projects, Flying Hearts 's primary objective is to be art.
In May 2015, I attended a performance of Flying Hearts with my daughters, then three and seven years old, along with other adults and numerous children with exceptionalities. When we entered the performance space, there were chairs and mats to sit on, and space for children who use wheelchairs to be comfortable. Th e lights were low but not dim, which made me think of the "relaxed performances" of mainstream theatre that Ben Fletcher-Watson explains were originally known as "autism-friendly or sensory-friendly performances" but are now labelled to refl ect "growing recognition of their appeal to a wider constituency" (63).
2 Silagy explains:
My intention is to build a sensorial experience for the mover and the watcher and for the watchers to understand that they are in a theatrical setting, that they are a part of it, and that the experience is designed for them to enjoy. Also, I want the adults who are accompanying them to be able to enjoy the experience without having to worry about the children's behaviour…. So as an artist, I am making work where there is room for the viewer to understand they are viewing, but also, to understand that they can be themselves within the space.
When my daughters watched Flying Hearts they loved the cloud projections, were entranced by the way the dancers worked with the plastic bags, delighted in the large red balloon, and were happiest of all when the dancers invited the audience to play in the space. Often when I attend productions of theatre for young audiences, teachers are anxious about keeping children still and quiet-even silencing laughter and children's impulses to sympathetically move in their seats with dancers. But here there was no pressure to "behave" even though, as Silagy suggested, everyone seemed to understand that the piece was a performance. Th e other children who attended seemed to be happy and engaged, and their adult companions were at ease. Silagy's training as a DanceAbility instructor, her experience teaching in Toronto public schools and in the School of Toronto Dance Th eatre's Creative Movement Made for Me classes, and her personal connections all contributed to how she created Flying Hearts. She explains, "If I'm teaching dance to someone with any or multi-exceptionalities, I teach them as I would anyone else: I'm accessing their gifts, and making art with them and for them…. I think it is my job as a creative dance artist to make an experience that is joyful for everyone." Two decades of dance practice with young people with exceptionalities has given Silagy profound respect for ways these children can move and a strong sense of how to create a movement-based spectatorial experience that is satisfying-even joyful-for children who might not otherwise enjoy live performance. Silagy's personal connections with dancers with exceptionalities and with Toronto's professional contemporary dance and virtuosic improviser communities further shaped her vision of what it might be possible to stage.
Flying Hearts
But "a vision" for Flying Hearts was not enough for Silagy, who favours a careful, research-based creative process. Silagy led dance workshops for children with multiple exceptionalities for a week at Beverly Public School in Toronto, which caters to children with physical and/or intellectual disabilities. She hoped to learn more about how adults and children could absorb movement together, and through that experience she developed the keystone movement vocabulary for Flying Hearts : the gentle touch of hands. At Beverly, she was reminded that hands are essential for communicating information and care: "When I watch adults who are working with children, there is a hand that is being taken, and there is following and leading." Touch is a powerful way for children and their adult companions to communicate and share experience, and this awareness guided the performers' movement explorations; for example, the section of the performance thematically inspired by "earth" began with hands reaching toward the fl oor and developed from experiments with gravity: being upside down and seeing the world from new perspectives.
Workshops also off ered Silagy an opportunity to think about the needs of adult companions. After all, she wanted Flying Hearts to be a joyful shared experience. Th e connection between her research process and her creative decisions is particularly evident in the material world of the performance: the props, set, and projections. Th e young people at Beverly confi rmed her ideas about which props would be most appealing to her young audience, ctr 168 fall 2016 Mazinani, manimazinani.net while the workshop experience reinforced her idea of using large screens as part of the set: "the presence of screens in the space is initially more of a familiar curiosity for adults than it is intriguing for children…. Adults are a huge part of what settles the space. Th at's why I chose to use two [screens] ." According to Silagy, when adults see the images on the screens, they quickly grasp the performance's underlying thematic structure. Th ey don't worry that they don't understand how to read dance-they can relax and be confident that the piece has direction. Silagy's careful research allowed her to create a comfortable experience for adult companions that ultimately shaped how adults and young people shared the performance.
VIEWS AND REVIEWS | Flying Hearts and Sharing Joy
Beyond Flying Hearts , much of Silagy's work engages directly with exceptionalities. In our interview, Silagy described a young man with Down Syndrome with whom she enjoys dancing because he is a beautiful dancer and because his condition informs his movement choices. She also told of a reciprocal mentorship between herself and a young girl with Down Syndrome, telling me that she was "deeply enriched" by her work with these two artists. I realized that while Flying Hearts seeks to engage a particular and neglected demographic, it also challenges Canadians to think about how we address exceptionalities and how creating beautiful work can go beyond the idea of "bringing others" into "our" world and instead acknowledge how the world is enriched by connections between people who are diff erent in many ways.
Silagy is hopeful that people in Toronto have moved beyond mere "tolerance" to seeking equity; the politics that underpin Flying Hearts connect it to the activist agenda Kirsty Johnston describes in Stage Turns: Canadian Disability Th eatre . Johnston explains that disability theatre involves "artists with disabilities who pursue an activist perspective, dismantling stereotypes, challenging stigma, and re-imagining disability as a valued human condition," legitimizing the experience of disabled people as equal within cultural practices and challenging traditional aesthetics and social values (4). Signifi cantly, this defi nition of disability experience rejects diff erence as a source of shame and stresses solidarity and positive self-identifi cation (6). In its 2015 iteration, Flying Hearts did not fi t Johnston's defi nition of disability theatre because the artists in it were able-bodied and without intellectual disabilities; however, ctr 168 fall 2016 In society, we tend to marginalize any given population we see as other. From the moment I started working in the school system I was not interested in othering diff erent bodies because I realized I LOVE moving with all bodies. I don't want to other . I want to make sure anyone can participate.
Johnston writes that disability theatre can be understood as an "intercultural project" because artists come from "a range of disability cultures" without a singular disability experience (6). Although Flying Hearts did not include actors with disabilities, it contributes to this "intercultural project" because it was created for a community that includes children with exceptionalities and adult companions-a subculture of connected people. Flying Hearts embraces this subculture, creating space for shared experiences of joy for children with and without multiple exceptionalities and for their adult companions.
At the end of Flying Hearts , the performers invited the audience to play with interesting props, light, and projections. Th e space welcomed a wide range of bodies, intellects, and social sensibilities; with minimal negotiation around the details of bodies occupying space and the limited number of props, the space was one that anyone could explore. Th is closing moment demonstrates how Flying Hearts employed a research-informed and communityoriented approach to create beautiful artistic work that provided participatory opportunities for a previously neglected audience: children with multiple exceptionalities and their companions. What is perhaps the most vital thing about this work is that it uses theatrical performance to engender a shared, joyful experience that expands ideas about what theatre performances and audiences can be, together.
Notes

1
Oily Cart is a prominent UK theatre company, established in 1981, that makes theatre for the very young, children with intellectual disabilities, children with complex disabilities, and children on the autism spectrum.
2
For an explanation of "relaxed performances" see Fletcher-Watson 75.
